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Doppler spectroscopy of lines emitted by impurity ions is one of the most powerful

tools for estimating ion temperatures in fusion plasmas. For this spectral lines emitted by

impurity ions are fitted by a Gaussian function in order to determine their impurity temperature

from their line-widths. In the TJ-II spectral line information is repeatedly collected during

discharges with a f/10.4 1 m normal-incidence vacuum spectrometer equipped with 1200 and

3600 lines/mm gratings and a CCD camera with 400 × 1340 pixels (20 × 20 µm2). Also, in this

heliac device strong collisional coupling between majority (H+) and impurity ions should ensure

that these ions should be well thermalised. However, in a previous study carried out in TJ-II the

measured impurity temperatures deduced from line-width measurements were found to be

significantly higher than the proton temperatures [1]. These differences were attributed to non-

thermal velocities that were shown to produce a Gaussian contribution to line-width.

In this paper, spectral line widths of several highly-ionised impurity ions are measured

along discharges and the ion temperatures deduced are compared for both ECRH and NBI

phases in order to determine how the effect observed previously evolves with plasma electron

density and heating method. Simultaneously, majority ion temperatures are measured using two

Acord-12 neutral particle analysers [2]. These analysers can poloidally scan the plasma in order

to obtain ion temperature profiles during ECRH and NBI phases.  
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